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501-19 Design lends unique style to this series  
with an attractive crescent shaped base. 

the design offers excellent support and is well suited  
to be arranged in groups or as a stand-alone desk.  
With 220 lbs as maximum load it can be used with  
a wide range of tabletops.  
available with optional rechargeable battery.  
see specifications on pages 28 - 31.

501-19 Design with beech tabletop 140H. srP $ 1,150. see also pages 27- 31.

With 501-7 Wall you get a specialized system  
for a very attractive price.  
the frame requires very little space and without feet  
it is so easy to clean around.  
Perfect where smaller tops are needed  
and space is a consideration. the max. working load is 110 lbs. 
see specifications on pages 28 - 31.

501-19 Wall is a wall mounted system  
that eliminates the need for a base.  
this allows for maximum leg room and makes it easy to clean 
around which is a real plus in health care environments.  
the motorized leg can be used with the optional  
rechargeable battery and with 220 lbs as max. working load  
it combines outstanding function and contemporary style.  
see specifications on pages 28 - 31.

501-19 W
all with beech tabletop 48 - 30s.  

srP $ 818. see also pages 27- 31.

Frame Item no. Color Width Price

501-19 8s 120 silver 47 1/4" $ 902

501-19 8b 120 black 47 1/4" $ 902

501-7 W
all with beech tabletop 48 - 30s.  

srP $ 934. see also pages 27 - 31.

ElEctric hEight adjustablE dEsks501-19 Design

Frame Item no. Color Width Price

501-19 8s W silver 35 7/16" $ 637

501-19 8b W black 35 7/16" $ 637

Frame Item no. Color Width Price

501-7 8s W silver 29 1/2" $ 753

501-7 8b W black 29 1/2" $ 753

Design and functionality  
perfectly combined.

Stylish, functional  
and lots of leg-space

No feet required !
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